
Mingus Dynasty rolls its soul
hasn’t seen in a mainstream form 
since EddieCladden’s appearance 
here with Dexter Gordon two 
years ago.

Overall, thought, this was a non- 
event. Not to fault the musicians 
who put out an honest effort, but 
there seemed to be something 
missing. That something was the 
man himself, and not all the music 
in the world could make up for his 
absence.

Dynasty as an opportunity to find There was a percussionist in the 
steady employment at a time when band named Mtume, he gave it to 
jazz musicians are finding it me- It was sort of an added 
difficult to find work in North inspiration," Hart explains. 
America. Hart views the Dynasty in a much

He’s making only his third different light than Jordan, 
appearance with the Dynasty and ‘‘Money's not important to me, I 
feels the music’s quality in this live in a fantasy world,” he boasts, 
edition of the band will come Asked if he'd rather be doing his 
along in time. Though he does own thing, as hedidsosuccessfully

on his A&M album Enchance. he& admit that “there isn't anyone 
directing the band with that replies firmly.“all the music is the 
(Mingus) kind of power," he still same. Whatyou’relookingatisthe

shell of what I’m going after. What 
I’m trying to get to is the thing that I 
consider cultural, which is 
centuries old.”
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feels the Dynasty has its place.
“This is going to be an 

institution. I’m sure."
* ll Clifford Jordan is a veteran tenor 

saxophonist out of Chicago who is 
quick to point out that he "was a 
bebopper when bebop wasn’t 
hip." Jordan played and recorded 
with Mingus during the early 
sixties, in a period when the band 
featured such greats as EricDolphy 
and Booker Ervin. Yet he has mixed 
feelings about playing in the 
Dynasty.

“Well, I would prefer to be 
away two years ago, the jazz membership included some with ‘ doing my own thing, what I've 
community lost more than one of more detached links. As the unites 
its most influential composers and have varied so has the Dynasty’s 
bassists—it lost a force. Such was 
the character of the man that not
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I * * * * An extremely thoughtful and

warm individual. Hart does not 
Jabali Billy Hart is a drummer place his own ego above the work 

whose name should be familiar to °f masters like Mingus. "What it's 
most jazz fans—after all, it seems aH about is discovering my thing in

everything else in this case the 
music of Charles Mingus."

* * * *
The moral of the story is best 

expressed in the words of Joni 
Mitchell, appropriate enough, 
since she mingled with Mingus on 
the last record he 
associated with.

"Dont it always seem to go that 
you don’t know what you get till its 
gone.’’ It is only now when 
attempts to recreate his music are 
being made, that the man’s genuis 
shines. Only now, through Mingus 
Dynasty, do we realize just how 
irreplaceable he is.
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Mingus: Just a dry cleaner from Des Moines?
Howard Goldstein wjio were integral supports to
and Steven Hacker Mingus during his creative peak.
When Charles Mingus passed while at other times the
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been doing all my life," says 
Jordan.

He especially dislikes and finds it 
difficult to perform novelty pieces 
like "My Jelly Roll Seul". "I come 
out of Charlie Parker and Lester 
Young. So to come back and play
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/- was ever

success.
Last Wednesday at the El 

only did he affect the course of the Mocambo the present edition of 
music by his own direct the Dynasty blew into town 
contributions, but he also Consistingof:SirRolandHannaon 
influenced it by using his own piano,BillyHartondrums,Clifford 
indestructible personality to bring Jordan on tenor sax, Randy 
out the best in hissidemen. This in Brecker on trumpet, and Mike 
many ways- was the aspect of Richmond on bass, a unit that 
Charles Mingus that set him apart holds much promise. Unfortun- 
from his contemporaries and ately, for the most part they didn’t 
made him one of the few succeed.
indisputable jazz giants. Playing only Mingus composi-

With this in mind one has to tions, transcribed and arranged for 
wonder just what Susan Graham the Dynasty by Sy Johnson, the 
Mingus (wife of the great Charles) band didn’t seem able to put the 
intended when she began the necessary drive and swing into the 
Mingus Dynasty just after Mingus’ music. This isnottosay theevening 
death. Surely a collection of was a total disaster, for there were 
Mingus alumni could still play the highlights. Most notably Roland 
music, but would it still have the Hanna's rag suggestions on "My 
same feel to it without the jelly Roll Soul’’ and Mike 
presence of the master himself? Richmond's accompaniment of 
This was to be the challenge.
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^40 Lobster’s
l4 choiceJabali: The 1,000 year-old man.

like he plays on one in every ten 
albums made. From Stan Getz to 
Miles Davis to Hal Galper, there 
hardly seems to be someone he 
hasn’t recorded with.

Hart though is best known for 
the time he spent with the 
influential Herbie Hancock sextet. 
It was then that he added Jabali to 

... , - slaptonguetenorisalittledifficult, his name. "It was during a period
u S?l drymVim8 of B|IIV and to do it with a genuine feeling, when everybody was becoming
Hart, the likes of which this city even moreso." ButJordanseesthe conscious of Pan Africanism.
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/ -■tidi Show your face! Here. Now. The 

Design Exhibition is happening so hop 
on down to the IDA Gallery in the Fine 
Arts Building and colour your day. 
March 23-26 the Design students will 
provide a suavetimeforall.lt was never 
like this before. Crazy, man, crazy.

I lhthe excessively loud downstairs .
In the two years since its band. Cement City, during one of Clifford Jordan, part of a dynasty, 

inception, the Mingus Dynasty has his solos. Also worth mentioning 
changed personnel many times. At 
times the band has featured those

was
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CHINESE FOODM
667-8282

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4:30 P M 
10% DISCOUNT ON PICK-UP 

OVER MINIMUM ORDER
1033 Steeles Avenue West 
(1 block west of Bathurst)

Your Host: Benny Chan

For the best in Rock and Roll *
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Thursday 19—Hot Tips 
(Formerly The Numbers)
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* 4*Friday 20 — Blushing Brides 

Saturday 21 — Fist
March 25—Teenage Head, Live on Q107
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*____ ___ _ A Spec-lick March »-21

Direct from Las Vegu, Canada's own. Spectacle!' 
L ^V^Th,s top show and dance band, combine show- 
11 ■ m 1 ^1 manship, personality and a
6 great deal of talent to produce

,heir h,6h|y versatile art

M THE TRIUMPH Sheraton (s)
■Ml 2737 Keele at 401 Hwy.Toronto.Tel.633-2000

Every Monday Night - Wet T-Shirt Contest 
Host: Scruff Connors 

Every Tuesday — Ladies Night 
(Male Dancers)

Every Wednesday — Pot Luck
*»»*»»*»»»*»»*

4749 Keele St. 665-1456
right across from York University

Coming next:
Norris Vines Show, March 23 - April 4

March 19,1981 Excalibur 13


